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Give Orders to Your House

JG Domótica

Comfort, economy, security e energy efficiency
We need to stop, listen and think. Our Home is in reality the most expensive item we buy in a lifetime and, even now in 2010,
the one that offers us less technology. To look around and realize that life quality is a lot based on convenience, comfort and
well-being on our house. We need to assume and recognize we need to improve and value our intimate space, knowing
already that we as users are exclusive beings inside that same space, our most loved space usually, OUR HOUSE, we’re different people when inside our houses, no complications accepted.
That is precisely our mission, the investigation, creation and development of instruments and solutions, to obtain the bes
comfort in our house, the best financial savings, the security and the energy eficiency that we so much work for, you can only
find this with JG Domótica.

Functions Description

RMT 03
This remote controller is an excelent tool that unites technology and comfort, the colour touch screen - RMT03 from JG
Domótica offers the ideal balance between the remote controller through the touch screen and buttons.
It comprises a wide range of electronic equipment of InfraRed communication, zigbee - TV; VCR; DVD; CD; CABLE;
SATELLITE; HI-FI; DOMOTICS; etc - from your house in an unlimited way. Even the JG Domótica house automation
system can be used with this remote controller.
Practical and functional are two terms that perfectly define this equipment. Of simple and intuitive use, thanks to it’s
easy access menus on the LCD.

RMT 04

RMT 05

Fantastic not only for it’s dimension but because it
accesses all the main functions of the house area you
are at in that precise moment whatever that area is.

That remote that controls the whole house in it’s
entirety, by compartment or by defined area. It’s of
very easy and versatile use, an essential equipment
to have your world in your hand.

HEATING / AIR CONDITIONING
This is one of the areas of true domotics that allows a real decent finantial reduction. The methodology of the Domus System
management is the total flexibility on each compartment, by different programmed schedules and by temperature (on every
possible thermal source).

SHUTTERS / BLINDERS / CURTAINS
With this system the shutters, blinders and curtains gain new functions with the Domus, they open and close (also by percentage option), one by one or through the whole house, with one touch only, with the option of canceling it all with one touch
only. The control can be done through the usual wall switch, by the Domus remote control, or by sensors that monitor the
environmental conditions, aswell as the time, lighting and indoors temperature, saving electrical energy, time and the inconvinience of opening and closing window by window.

INTRUDERS ALARM
The Domus system alarm stands out by it’s versatility and eficiency. It can be activated in the total house area or for
pre-configured zones by the user. When active, a call is made automatically to pre-selected phone numbers with an emergency
message. Alarms can also be set at the house’s periphery.

GAS LEAK, FLOODING AND FIRE DETECTION
The Domus, through dedicated sensors, detecs Fire, Gas Leak and flooding. Both in Gas Leak and Flooding, the electro-valves
are triggered and the automatic alarm messages are sent, including the Fire Alarm. The electro-valves can be re-armed in the
touch-screen.

Access your house Biometrically
Getting out or arriving home with a simple land of a finger on the biometric reader (or inductive
card) it stands for and even more pleasant JG Domótica existence in your house. When you leave
the house, just rest your finger and a pre-selected sequence of actions will take place. For instance;
Colsing water, closing gaz, closing shutters, turn-off all light and set the intruder alarm on. Returning home just repeat the gesture to let the house “know” it’s time to reverse all those previous
orders. In case of being coarsed at some point, you can elect another finger that will send a silent
SMS requesting for help.

Watering your garden?
Relax, everyday, on away weekends or on holidays, the watering scheduled of your garden will be
managed by the Domus and you can, as an option, add a mini-weather station that will dose the
watering according to the weather readings.

Access and Management of your house
Access all the funtions of the Domus through this touch screen. There always the option of
accessing the Domus functions by GSM and Internet also.
There are several sizes/colours so you can have a perfect match with the surrounding environment.
On this last generation touch screen you can find the perfect assossiation between technology
and design allowing an infinite number of utilities with the best image quality when accessing
the complete JG Domótica management system. Through these colour screens you can see and talk to the person
who’s outside your door or gate. *

LIGHTING

* touch-screen video intercom (IP)

You can forget having to put your hands all the time on the switchers (that option can always be used, of course). Working in
all the house divisions, the intelligent lighting system switches the light on and off by crossing the area or standing there, interacting with the opening of shutters in case there is solar light, allowing to drastically drop your monthly energy bill and enjoy
that extra comfort.

ECOLOGICAL LIGHTING
The Domus without any additional cost gives you something unique, a second, lighting circuit
(LED) in all compartments triggered by lack of energy or programming on night time, providing
comfort to your eyes due to the softness of the produced light. As an option , with children, you can set the
LED to night shift with the desired intensity.
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(available soon)
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